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The problem to be treated concerns the motion in a plane of n

particles connected successively by rigid rods freely hinged at the

particles. The first rod is permanently attached to the origin about

which it is free to pivot. Let the length of the ith rod be at and the

angle between the radius vector to the ith particle (extended past the

particle) and the i + lst rod, i.e. the difference between the angles

of inclination of the ith radius vector and the i + lst rod, be 0,-+i with

0i the angle of inclination of the first rod. Let r = ax, r2, r3, • • ■ , r„

and <px=6x, <f>2, <b3, • • • , <pn be the polar coordinates of the n particles.

Then the problem is to determine the mean initial velocity of the

nth particle for any distribution of the initial pivotal angular veloci-

ties co,- with the average taken over all configurations for which r„

initially has a given value r. This problem, suggested by Professor

F. T. Wall, is of some interest in the dynamics of polymer chains

such as in synthetic rubber theory. The problem of determining the

probability that the terminus is initially at distance r from the origin

can be regarded as a random walk problem and has been treated by

Pearson [l],2 Kluyver [2], Rayleigh [3], and Watson [4, p. 419].

The method to be used for handling the present kinematical problem

is an extension of Kluyver's.

Let pi be the initial value of rt and let 0< = a,-+wrf. Denote by

Pn(r, ai) the probability that p„<r and E{ [(p„(r, o,-)]o} the initial

terminus angular velocity expectation for pn<r. Thus,

r.Cn  /         Nl  1          Wn(r' °*')
E\ [<pn(r, oOJo)   = —--

Pn(r, at)

in which

Wn(r, ai) = -—— (      • ■ ■   I    Un]oFda„ • • • dax
(2v)"J-r J -*

where F is a discontinuous factor:

(1.    Pn < r,

l0,    pn > r.
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The natural choice for P is rf£Ji(rr)Jo(pnT)dr, [4, p. 406]. Differen-

tiating with respect to time the relation

tan (d>„— 0„_i) =2a„r„_i sin 0»/(r%+r%_v—a£)

and noting r\ = r\_x+a\+2anrn-i cos 0„ gives the recursion formula

so

<pn = <j>n-i + an(r„_i(7 cos 0„ — f„-i sin 0„ + ajn)/u

so that [<£„]<>= [0«-i]o+ffln(p7i-iwncosa!„— [f„_,]0 sinan+a„wn)/p». The

evaluation of Wn can then be carried out by successively interchang-

ing the integrals and making use of this recursion formula for [<j>„]o

and of the relations

I    Jo(pnT)dctn = 2xJo(anT)Jo(pn-ir),

I    Jo(pnT) COS andan = — 2ir7i(anT)/i(p„_ir),

which follow from the Fourier series for Jo(p„t), [4, p. 358].

After one interchange of integrals the formula for Wn becomes

Wn(r, at) = -f- f    •••   f    f  Ji(rT){[4>n-i]oh
(27r)n ./ _, J _x J o

+ anwnIt — a„\fn-i]oIz}dTdan-i • • ■ da\,

Ii =   f      Jo(pnT)dan,

C *   (an + Pn-i cos an)Jo(pnT)

72=1-dan,
J -t Pn

rr   sin aJo(pnr)
Is =   I-dan.

[ J -■* pi

The value of 7i is given above and 73 vanishes by symmetry. The

value of It is perhaps most easily obtained by taking its derivatives

with respect to r:

(rll (t))' = — t I    (an + p„_i cos an)Jo(pnr)dan,

=   —   2TT[a„Jo(anT)Jo(pn-lT)   —  pn-lJl(a„T)Jl(p„-lT)],

d
=   —  27T—  [TJl(anT)Jo(pn-lT)].

dr
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Integrating this and taking into account the fact that all the integrals

concerned are finite for r =0 gives the result

It(r) = — 2t I   Jx(anT)J0(pn-iT)dT + C.
J o

This constant of integration is found by setting r = 0. The original

integral for /2(0) can be evaluated by elementary methods and is

0, an  < Pn-l,

2tt
- ' On  >  Pn-l,

C =    a„

IT

-I On =  Pn-l,
{ an

= 2ir I    Jx(anT)Jo(p»-iT)dT.
J 0

Consequently,

I2(t) = 2ir I    Jx(ano-)J0(pn-io-)dcr.

The change in the order of integration of 'the ctn and r integrals is

permitted by the uniform convergence of the infinite integral [4,

p. 195; 5, pp. 23, 53]. There is an exceptional case, namely p„_i=a„

making p» = 0 for a„= ±ir. For the Ix and I2 terms the convergence

ceases to be uniform in the neighborhood of these a„ values, but the

integrals are boundedly convergent for these values [5, p. 43], thus

again permitting the inversion. The singularity in the integrand of

It in this case is merely of the removable type since the fraction

(a„+p„_i cos an)/pl reduces to l/(2a„) for pn-i = a„. However, the

singularity in Ii is more serious since, in fact, this integral does not

converge if pn_i = an. This result is evidently connected with the

exceptional character of the angular coordinate at the origin in polar

coordinates. This difficulty may be circumvented by summing the

linkages symmetrically, thereby taking for /3 the principal value,

lim«,o /-*+«(    )dan, which evidently is zero. Thus,

I    [<}>n]oJa(pnT)dan

= [c£n-i]o2x/o(a„r)/0(p»-rr) + anoin2T I    Jx(ano-)Jo(pn-io-)d<r.
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Proceeding in this way finally leads to the representation

n t% oo     >» oo  k— 1 n

JF„(r, ff.) = r^Z «*ffl* I       I      II Ja(aqo-)Ji(akar)da   JJ  Jo(apT)Ji(rT)dT.
*=1 */ 0     •/ r      8=1 p=*+l

In this formula the indicated products are to be suppressed if the

upper limit is less than the lower. The infinite integral terms do not

cause difficulty in the integral inversions since they are all of the

same order for large r as the remaining term, as can be seen by em-

ploying the asymptotic expansions for the Bessel functions and

integrating by parts. Thus, for example, in the r and a„_i integral

inversion the integrand is 0(t~312).

To complete the determination of P{ [<pn(r, af)]o} it remains but

to use the formula of Kluyver [2] for Pn(r, ai), the probability that

pn<r:

1     rr rT
Pn(r, a,) = -—— I      • • •    I    Fdan • • ■ dai

(2*yJ-*      J-T

/' °° _n_H Jo(akr)Ji(rT)dT.
0     k—l

The resulting fraction for p{ [<j>n(r, a.-)]o} simplifies considerably if

all of the links are of the same length: ai = a2 = • • • =an = a. In that

case the a integral in Wn can be integrated directly and Wn reduces to

n 1       p oo n        1

r ZZ u>k — j    Jno(ar)Ji(rr)dT = Pn(r, a) JZ — «*•
t=i       k J o *=i   k

Consequently, for equal links
n     1

E{[4>n(r, a)]o} =zZ—u>k.
*-i   k

Evidently, this same formula holds for the average for linkages

(made up of equal links) whose termini initially are all at the same

distance from the origin.

The integrands of dWn(r, ai)/dr and dPn(r, at)/dr with the differ-

entiation carried out under the integral sign are 0(r_(n_1)/2) as r—>oo

where the constant implied in the order symbol is independent of r

so long as r is bounded away from the origin. Accordingly, for such

an r interval these integrals certainly converge uniformly for re^4

and the differentiation under the integral sign is valid [5, p. 59]. It

follows that the initial angular velocity of the terminus averaged for

linkages whose termini are initially at a distance r from the origin is
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p/r* t       Ml       dWn(r,a,)/dr
E{ [*,(r, «)],} = ——-—- ,

dPn(r, at)/dr

n /» oo     •» oo  A—1 n

J^cota* I       I      IJ Ja(aqo-)Jx(aka)do-   H /o(aPr)/o(rr)rcfT
*=1 •/ 0      ^ r       8=1 j>=jfc+l

/i oo     n

IT Jo(akT)J0(rT)TdT
0      *=1

where »^4 and r^r0>0. As pointed out above this reduces to the

simple formula given for E{ [<pn(r, a)]0} if ax= ■ ■ ■ =an = a, — an

expression, it should be noted, that is independent of both r and a.

It is possible to use this same method to determine the average

initial radial velocity of the terminus but it is not necessary to do so

since symmetry considerations show that it is zero.
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